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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we use a fast Helmholtz solver with global optimization methods to estimate an initial velocity model for full-waveform inversion based on raw recorded waveforms. More specifically, we combine the field expansion method for solving the Helmholtz equation with a reduced parameterization of the velocity model allowing for extremely fast forward solves of realistic velocity models. Unlike conventional Full Waveform Inversion that uses gradient based inversion techniques, global optimization methods are less sensitive to local minima and initial starting models. However, these global optimization methods are stochastic and are not guaranteed to converge to the global minima. Because our adaptation of the field expansion method is so fast, we can study the convergence of these algorithms across parameter choice and starting model. In this paper we compare two commonly used global optimization methods, particle swarm optimization, and simulated annealing, and examine the limitations of these algorithms and their dependence on choice of parameters. We find that PSO outperforms SA and that PSO converges reliably for noisy data provided the number of parameters remains small. In addition, using this methodology we are able to estimate reasonable FWI starting models with higher frequency data.

INTRODUCTION

Most seismic techniques such as imaging, rely on a velocity model inverted from noisy data through a non-linear inverse problem. These inverted velocity models may be inaccurate and lead to incorrect interpretations of the subsurface. For example, an erroneously fast or slow section of a velocity model could cause a syncline structure to appear as an anticline and be incorrectly interpreted as a potential trap. Full Waveform Inversion (FWI) and other gradient based methods will converge to local minima (Warner et al., 2013) and will lead to inaccurate velocity models if initiated with an inaccurate starting model (Virieux and Operto, 2009). In recent years Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) methods have been applied to the FWI problem in order to mitigate the impact of local minima and provide a more probabilistic interpretation of the subsurface (Stuart et al., 2016; Zhu and Gibson, 2016; Ray et al., 2016). See Osypov et al. (2013) for a discussion of importance of risk assessment and UQ in seismic imaging. These methods allow for an informed decision about the reliability of the subsurface image and aid in risk estimates for drilling a potential well. However, these methods either require hundreds of thousands of wave equation forward solves to converge to accurate error estimates of subsurface parameters (Ely et al., 2018), or use local approximations of a Gaussian to approximate the uncertainty (Fang et al., 2018). The number of forward solves required for MCMC is likely infeasible for many seismic imaging problems and forward models. In addition, in low noise scenarios there many only
be a single region of high probability and MCMC techniques may be unnecessary. Instead, global optimization methods are an attractive alternative as they require far fewer forward solves and provide an estimate of the best fitting model (maximum Likelihood) at a fraction of the number of forward solves needed for UQ and yet can still avoid being trapped by local minima.

In recent years global optimization methods such as Simulated Annealing (SA) \cite{Datta and Sen 2016, Galuzzi et al. 2017, Sajeva et al. 2016} and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) \cite{Ely et al. 2015, Shaw and Srivastava 2007} have become popular methods of calculating an initial velocity model. These methods can be an alternative or supplement to conventional methods of building velocity models such as tomography, NMO velocity analysis or very low frequency FWI \cite{Woodward et al. 2008}. Conventional initial velocity building methods typically rely on gradient based minimization and often require the manual picking of arrival times or picks in semblance space. By contrast, global optimization methods, although not guaranteed to converge to the global minima, are far more robust to local minima and frequently do not require the calculation of a gradient, reducing memory constraints and algorithmic complexity. However, starting models, frequency, and other parameter choice can have a significant impact on the convergence of these algorithms. Although these algorithms require significantly fewer iterations than UQ algorithms, rigorous comparison requires numerous global optimization runs and thousands or tens of thousands of forward solves. In addition, due to the stochastic nature of these algorithms, two different runs with the same starting model can converge to different finals models, requiring even more simulations to understand performance. Due to the computational cost of most forward solvers, previous work has been unable to accurately characterize these impacts and benchmark these algorithms as significant simplifications were necessary to control this computational cost. For example, \cite{Sajeva et al. 2017} use analytical solutions to test problems as well as the 1D wave equation to compare global optimization algorithms. In another attempt to make the problem computationally tractable, previous work has typically shown performance with one or only a few starting models when tens or hundreds of runs are necessary to generate a statistical model of convergence and accurately compare one algorithm to another \cite{Rios and Sahinidis 2013}. Studies in the global optimization literature use test functions that are extremely fast to evaluate but are not representative of local minima found in FWI and seismic imaging. Other work combining global optimization methods and FWI have lacked a sufficiently fast test function that accurately accounts for the physics of seismic inversion in 2D.

In this paper, we use the reduced model parameterization of velocity models introduced in \cite{Frazer and Sen 1985, Zelt and Smith 1992, Datta and Sen 2016} combined with two global optimization methods to estimate an initial velocity model. Due to the rapid speed of our forward model and we can quantitatively characterize the (1) limits on the number of degrees of freedom, (2) importance of initial guesses, (3) choice of tuning parameters, (4) comparison of different global optimization methods and (5) impact of source frequency. These comparisons, would be impossible with slower conventional finite difference solvers.

From the numerical studies presented in this paper we are able to draw several conclusions about the performance of global optimization methods for FWI and what may impact the likelihood of finding a good initial model. Although the FWI problem is known to be more prone to local minima at higher frequency \cite{Warner et al. 2013}, we find that source
frequency does not significantly decrease the likelihood of convergence and a good starting model can be found with a relatively high frequency of 5 or 8 Hz from raw waveform data. This suggests that we could build initial background velocity models with much higher frequencies than are typically used. We also find that the accuracy of the initial starting models weakly impacted the likelihood of converging to the correct model. From our results we find that only having an extremely accurate initial model improved the likelihood of convergence. This suggests that only if the initial model is in the basin of attraction of the global minima are we guaranteed to converge to the true solution and outside of this range the global optimization methods are equally likely to find an accurate solution independent of starting model. In addition, we find that our implementation of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) outperforms Simulated Annealing (SA) and is able to find a more accurate initial model with the same number of forward solves.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We first describe a reduced parameterization of the velocity model that is compatible with the field expansion forward solver. We then demonstrate that this first forward model and parametrization can yield comparable results to finite difference simulations if modifications are made to the forward solver. Second, we describe the two global optimization methods used in the paper: Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Simulated Annealing (SA). Finally, we demonstrate our inversion on several synthetic models of varying complexity to determine the limitations on number of degrees of freedom, choice of initial model, and iterations needed. The field expansion method achieves significant computational saving through restricting the velocity model to consist of a series of non-overlapping layers. Although this parameterization severely restricts the velocity models we can simulate, we find that the model is sufficiently accurate to estimate initial models for FWI as demonstrated later in our paper.

### FORWARD MODEL

Unlike gradient based minimization methods, global optimization and uncertainty quantification methods require far fewer degrees of freedom, tens versus thousands. In this section we briefly describe the reduced parametrization previously used by the authors in Ely et al. (2018) for uncertainty quantification. The reduced parameterization is compatible with the field expansion method (Malcolm and Nicholls, 2011a), allowing for extremely rapid forward modeling of the Helmholtz equation. We briefly describe the field expansion method and the modifications we make to the forward solver to mitigate several of the artifacts inherent to the field expansion method.

#### Reduced parameterization

The field expansion method is able to achieve rapid forward solves by heavily restricting the velocity model to consists of a number of non-overlapping piecewise constant layers as shown in Figure 1. Although the Earth has often been approximated by series of layers, this parameterization of the velocity model is likely too restrictive for most applications. In addition, parameterizing each layer individually as a variable would require many more degrees of freedom than is compatible with global optimization methods. A more realistic parameterization introduced in Frazer and Sen (1985) is to approximate the Earth as a series of curved interfaces with a velocity gradient between the many interfaces. This
parameterization, illustrated in Figure 2, allows for complex velocity models with only a few degrees of freedom and has successfully been used for global optimization (Datta and Sen 2016), tomography (Zelt and Smith 1992), and for uncertainty quantification (Ely et al. 2018). Datta and Sen (2016) use a similar parameterization for global optimization with finite difference methods and thus are significantly limited in computation time. Through combining this parameterization with the field expansion, we can invert the velocity models in a fraction of the time. Ely et al. (2018) argues that the field expansion forward solver is roughly 30 to 40 times faster than finite difference methods depending on the model complexity.

Figure 1: Diagram of field expansion velocity model and repeating boundary conditions.

Figure 2: A: Reduced parameterization diagram. B: Interpolated layer interfaces based on the reduced parameterization. C: Pixelized velocity model derived from reduced parameterization consisting of piecewise constant layers.

We build a perturbed layered velocity model following from Ely et al. (2018) which
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is illustrated in Figure 2A. The velocity model consists of \( M \) master interfaces each with \( N_q \) control points which control the relative height of an interface across the horizontal position. The full position of the interfaces is interpolated with cubic splines between the control points. The velocity inside layer \( i \), from interface \( i-1 \) to \( i \), is a linear gradient from \( V_u^i \) to \( V_d^i \) increasing with depth. Although we cannot achieve a true gradient with the piecewise constant constraint of the field expansion, we can approximate this gradient by dividing each layer into numerous constant velocity sub-layers as shown in Figure 2B. This parameterization allows us to generate fairly complex velocity models with a limited number of parameters. For a model with 4 layers and 7 control points per interface we require only 32 degrees of freedom compared to the tens of thousands needed for a pixelized velocity model as shown in Figure 2C.

Field Expansion

In this section we briefly describe the field expansion method for solving the Helmholtz equation, see Malcolm and Nicholls (2011b) and Ely et al. (2015) for a more detailed description of the method. The field expansion method solves the Helmholtz equation for periodic boundary conditions as illustrated in Figure 1. The method achieves significant computational saving by taking the analytic solution to the scattered field for a series of flat horizontal layers and then using series expansions to calculate the scattered field for non-flat interfaces. The source and model repeat infinitely in the horizontal direction. These boundary conditions and source configurations vary significantly from the boundary conditions typically used in seismic imaging. In the following section we discuss how we modify the velocity model and field expansion method to make the results comparable to finite difference methods with perfectly matching layers frequently used in seismology.

In the field expansion method the field \( v_m(x, y) \) within the \( m \)th layer is subject to a periodic point source given by

\[
\xi_p(x, y) = \frac{1}{2id} \frac{e^{i(\alpha_p(x-x_0)+\beta_p|y-y_0|)}}{\beta_p},
\]

where,

\[
\alpha_p = \alpha + (2\pi/d)p, \quad \beta_{j,p} = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\sqrt{k_m^2 - \alpha_p^2} & \alpha_p^2 < k_m^2, \\
i\sqrt{\frac{\alpha_p^2}{\alpha_p^2} - \frac{k_m^2}{k_m^2}} & \alpha_p^2 > k_m^2,
\end{array} \right.
\]

\(d\) is inter domain spacing or spatial period, \(p\) is the spatial mode number and \(k\) is the wavenumber of the source, \( k = \frac{2\pi f}{v_i} \). From Equations 1 & 2 we see that the source becomes singular when \( \beta_p \) approaches zero which occurs at particular combinations of wavenumber and spatial mode. This singularity corresponds to a physical resonance in periodic boundary condition known as Rayleigh or Wood’s anomalies, see e.g. Maystre (2012). These Wood’s anomalies, generate high energy artifacts at specific frequencies that do not resemble anything in seismic imaging. These anomalies are resonances excited by the periodic source and velocity model.

To mitigate these artifacts we increases the domain spacing to be several times the size of interest. For example, if our velocity model is 3 km in offset, we set the domain size
to be 15km. This padding of the domain decreases the amount of energy leaked from one repeating domain to the other. In addition, we make the velocity model slightly absorptive and dispersive by adding a complex term to the velocity. This prevents the singularity in Equations 1 and the Wood’s anomalies are no longer present.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of this strategy we generate a synthetic velocity model consisting of flat layers and synthetic data at 3, 5, 8, and 10 Hz as shown in Figure 3. We then use the field expansion method to generate synthetic data in which we add a dispersion term (negative complex component ) to the velocity model from $10^{-4}$ to $10^{-1}$ of the true velocity model and compare the field expansion simulation to data generated with PySIT’s Helmholtz solver [Hewett and Demanet, 2013]. Figure 4 shows the mean squared error between the finite difference and field expansion data as a function of the dispersive term. From Figure 4 we see that a large misfit is apparent if no dispersive term is added and the misfit is minimized with a dispersive term of approximately $10^{-2.5}$ for a frequency of 3 Hz. From this figure we also see that this misfit tends to increase as a function of frequency and therefore it may be more useful to use the field expansion method at lower frequencies. These discrepancies appear to be comparable or less than the differences reported between several time domain finite difference solvers [Symes et al, 2009]. In addition, although the Normalized Mean Square Error (NMSE) increases as a function of frequency, we see from Figure 5 that the field expansion phase agrees well with the PySIT forward solver and only varies in amplitude. Instead of using a naive NMSE as an objective function, using an objective function that only measures difference in phase would likely provide more accurate inversions such as the zero-lag cross correlation objective function used in Liu et al. (2016).

![Figure 3: Real and imaginary components of the PySIT and field expansions fields at several frequencies. We generate these results with a dispersion term of $2.5 \times 10^{-2}$.](image)

(a) 3 Hz. (b) 5 Hz. (c) 7.5 Hz. (d) 10 Hz.
GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION METHODS

Although there are numerous varieties of global optimization methods (Sen and Stoffa, 2013), variants of Simulated Annealing (SA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) have gained popularity for seismic velocity model inversion. In their most basic form, PSO and SA solve a global optimization problem with a fixed number of continuous variables and do not attempt to optimize over degrees of freedom or solve a combinatorial problem. PSO is a parallel algorithm in contrast to SA which is necessarily a serial or sequential process, however, parallel variants of SA exist (Ram et al., 1996). In this section we briefly describe the two algorithms.

Particle Swarm Optimization

In this section we briefly describe the global particle swarm optimization method for estimating a velocity model. The PSO algorithm is based on the behavior of flocks of animals (Eberhart and Kennedy, 1995). In the algorithm, a collection of agents move through search space and communicate their results to one another to ideally guide the search towards a global minima.

In PSO, the agents are given a random starting position in parameter space with a random agent velocity at which point they move through the search space. At every iteration, each agent evaluates the forward model with parameters according to its current position and calculates a cost function between the measured and simulated field. In our case, we use the normalized mean squared error between the measured and observed field but any cost function could be used. Each agent, as it moves through parameter space, keeps track of the lowest scoring or best solution (personal best) it has visited and the best solution visited by all agents (global best) for all previous iterations. Once the score of the new
position is updated, the agent’s velocity is calculated based on the locations of the updated personal and global bests such that the agent is accelerated towards the local and global bests. Algorithm 1 summarizes the PSO algorithm for a swarm consisting of $N_s$ agents with their position vector $\mathbf{x}$ and agent velocity vector $\mathbf{v}$. Note that in this algorithm the evaluation of each agent’s cost function is independent from one another and the forward solves can be trivially parallelized across all agents. To apply the global optimization algorithms to the reduced forward model parameterization we must convert the field expansion velocity model to a vector of values ranging from -1 to 1. This is achieved by setting the minimum and maximum permissible velocities and layer depths to the range of -1 to 1. In the expression for the agent velocity update in Algorithm 1, $\gamma$ is the inertia term controlling how much the previous agent velocity is maintained from the prior iteration and $a_g$ and $a_p$ are the acceleration terms that determine how much the personal best and neighborhood best alter each agent’s velocity at each iteration. For all of the simulations performed in this paper the following parameters are used: $\gamma = 0.9$, $a_g = 1.49$, and $a_p = 1.49$. If the agent velocity exceeds .05 of the total search space then it is limited to .05 of the search space. This hard limiting of the speed of exploration prevents the search space from being explored too granularly and prevents the global optimization algorithm from missing a potential minima.

Algorithm 1 PSO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initialization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>for $i = 1$ to $N_s$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiate personal best score to infinity: $p^*_i = \infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiate swarm position from a distribution across all of model space: $\mathbf{x}_i = U[-1,1]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiate swarm velocity from a uniform distribution in the range: $\mathbf{v}<em>i = U[-vel</em>{max}, vel_{max}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end for</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| for $i = 1$ to maxiterations do |
| for $i = 1$ to $N_s$ do |
| Evaluate forward solve and calculate agent’s score: $G(\mathbf{X}_i)$ |
| Record personal best score and location if better than current best: if $p^*_i < G(\mathbf{X}_i)$ then $p^*_i < G(\mathbf{X}_i)$ and $\mathbf{p}_i = \mathbf{x}_i$ |
| Determine neighborhood best location. $\mathbf{g}_i \leftarrow \min(p^*_1, \ldots, p^*_N)$ |
| Calculate new position: $\mathbf{x}_i = \mathbf{x}_i + \mathbf{v}_i$ |
| Clamp velocities: If any entries of $\mathbf{v}_i$ exceed $vel_{max}$ or $-vel_{max}$ then set the entries to $vel_{max}$ or $-vel_{max}$ |
| end for |
| end for |

Simulated Annealing

Simulated Annealing is a sequential global optimization method that is based on the Metropolis Hastings (MH) algorithms used for Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) estimates for posterior distributions [Van Laarhoven and Aarts, 1987]. Unlike MCMC methods, simulated annealing does not strictly provide uncertainty estimates and only provides a maximum likelihood estimate (or global minima) from a series of proposed velocity models.
$m_0, ..., m_N$ (Tarantola 2005). Much like the standard MH sampler, an initial model $m_{cur}$, and proposal model $m_P$ is selected from a Gaussian distribution centered about the current model and their likelihoods are calculated by,

$$L(m) \equiv p(d \mid m) \propto \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} (f(m) - d)^T \Sigma^{-1} (f(m) - d) \right],$$

(3)

where $f$ is the forward solver, $d$, is the measured data, $m$ is the proposed model, and $\Sigma$ is the measured noise covariance. In the case of a noiseless observation we can set $\Sigma$ to be the identity matrix. If the proposed model’s likelihood, $l_*$, is greater than the current model likelihood, $l_{i-1}$, then the model is accepted. Otherwise the less likely proposed model is accepted with a probability of,

$$\frac{l_*}{l_{i-1}}$$

(4)

where $t_i$ is the annealing temperature that follows an exponential cooling schedule,

$$t_i = t_{i-1} T_r.$$

(5)

where $t_1$ is the initial temperature that controls the chance of a bad solution being accepted, and $T_r$ is the cooling that controls how quickly bad solutions are rejected as a function of iteration. From the acceptance criteria, we see that when the temperature is higher the sampler is more likely to accept proposals that poorly fit the data and potentially climb out of local minima. As the temperature decreases the sampler is less and less likely to accept a proposal that is worse than the current one. The standard SA algorithm given in Algorithm 2 is identical to the MH procedure except that the acceptance probability changes as a function of iteration, under Equation 5 and the proposal distribution. Numerous variations on cooling schedules and proposal distributions (Ingber 1989) exist, and several have been used to estimate initial velocity models in seismic imaging (Sen and Stoffa 2013; Datta and Sen 2016; Xue et al. 2011). In this paper we choose simulated annealing with an exponential cooling schedule and Gaussian proposal distribution.

RESULTS

![Figure 5: Marmousi constant density velocity model.](image-url)

In this section we present the results of using PSO and SA to invert for an unknown
seismic velocity model. We first test the inversion methods on a variety of simple flat layer velocity models to test the limitation on the number of degrees of freedom, reliability of inversion, importance of source frequency, and noise. Based on the values gleaned from these simplified runs, we test the limitations of these algorithms on more complex velocity models and perform an inversion on data generated with a finite difference forward solver from a gridded Marmousi velocity model (Versteeg, 1994) shown in Figure 5.

Simple models

To test the performance and limitations of the global optimization methods, we generate a set of flat layered velocity models using 2 to 10 master layers with 10 sub-layers per gradient. This velocity model is a rough approximation of a one dimensional gradient of the Marmousi velocity model shown in Figure 5. Using a flat layer model allows us to rapidly test the dependence of our approach on numerous factors such as: total degrees of freedom, accuracy of initial models, and source frequency. Using a flat layered velocity model allows us to compute forward solves extremely quickly (the Taylor series order can be set to zero) permitting us to easily test and tune parameters.

Number of layers

To test the limitations on the number of layers, we generate a set of true velocity models consisting of flat layers roughly based on the Marmousi velocity model consisting of 2-10 master layers with 9,200 meters of offset at a frequency of 5 Hz. The dashed line in Figure 6 shows the true velocity profile for a 4 layer example.

For each number of master layers, we initiate PSO with 48 agents from a uniform distribution centered around the true velocity model. The velocity gradients, $v^n_u$ & $v^d_u$, in
the distribution are limited to +/- 2,500 m/s around the true velocity model, and the master
interfaces, d_n, were limited to +/- 1,000 m of the true velocity model. Once initialized, we
run the inversion for 250 iterations resulting in $48 \times 250 = 12,000$ evaluations of the forward
model. The velocity at the surface for each agent is set to the true value of 1,500 m/s to
reflect the fact that the surface velocity is generally known or can easily be determined from
the direct arrival. Figure 6 shows the initial velocity models and true velocity model as well
as the initial best fitting and final best fitting velocity model for a single run. From this
figure, we see that although the best initial velocity model is far from the true velocity, after
250 iterations the model has converged to the true model. PSO is a stochastic algorithm and
performance can vary from run to run and initial starting models. We therefore repeated
this inversion procedure 25 times for each number of master layers drawing different initial
models from the same uniform distribution, keeping the number of layers fixed for each
set of 25 runs at each number of master layers. Figure 7 shows the median error for each
of the 25 runs as a function of number of master layers, and the two red lines show the
misfit of the 20 top/bottom percentile solutions (the 5th best and 5th worst fitting out of
a possible 25 models according to the NMSE of the velocity model). We find that for up
to 4 master layers nearly all PSO inversions converge to the true model independent of the
initial model. However, beyond 4 master layers the likelihood of convergence to the true
velocity significantly degrades.

Simulated Annealing

To fairly compare SA to PSO we took all of the 1,200 (48 agents \times 25 runs) initial models for
each number of master layers and ran SA for the same number of iterations (250). For the
inversion we choose a cooling rate of .99, an initial temperature of $1 \times 10^{-7}$ and a Gaussian
step-size of $5 \times 10^{-3}$ of the total search space of each parameter. The initial temperature
was chosen based on ensuring that nearly all initial proposed models are accepted as suggested
in [Datta and Sen 2016]. Although, a more rigorous comparison between SA and PSO
involving optimization of all possible tuning parameters is beyond the scope of this paper,
this comparison does give insight into the performance differences between the two types of
global optimization algorithms. Figure 8 shows the median and top/bottom 20 percentile
errors for SA inversions. The SA inversions appear to result in a much larger overall error
compared to PSO with only a slight dependence on the number of layers. There also appears
to be a slight decrease in accuracy with 3 or more master layers. However, the NMSE for

Figure 6: Single run of PSO inversion with 4 master layers. A: All initial models and the
true velocity profile. B: Initial best fitting and final best velocity profile after 250 iterations.
all of the inversions is significantly larger than PSO and for the remainder of the results we focus on the performance of PSO.

**Source Frequency**

To test the impact of source frequency, we run 25 inversions of the velocity model with 2-8 master layers and source frequencies of 3, 5, and 8Hz. For this example we use a swarm size of 40 agents and run the inversion for 400 iterations to accommodate the computational constraints of our computer cluster. The initial models are drawn from a uniform random distribution centered about the true velocity model with a range of +/- 1250 m/s for the velocity gradients and +/- 500 m for the depth of the master interfaces. Figure 9 shows the convergence rates as a function of the number of master layers for the three source frequencies. Much like the convergence plot shown in the previous section, the likelihood of convergence significantly decreases for all models with more than 4 master layers. However, across frequency there appears to be very little difference in performance. This suggests that if low frequency information is unavailable due to high noise, our approach could be used to invert an initial velocity model from higher frequency data.

**Number of Agents**

A major factor driving the computational cost of particle swarm optimization is the size of the swarm, or number of agents. To test this limitation we run an inversion with swarm sizes of between 10 and 100 for 400 iterations with a 5 master layer velocity model at 5 Hz. As before, the initial models are drawn from a uniform random distribution centered about the true velocity model with a range of +/- 1250 m/s for the velocity gradients and +/- 500 m for the depth of the master interfaces. Figure 10 summarizes the median and top/bottom 20th percentile convergence performance. From Figure 10 we see that the number of agents

![Figure 7: Particle Swarm Optimization Convergence as a function of number of layer.](image-url)
Figure 8: Simulated Annealing convergence results.

Figure 9: Convergence as a function of source frequency and number of master layers. Median values are shown with a solid line and top/bottom 20th percentile solutions are shown with dashed lines.
Global Optimization methods does not have a large effect on the convergence and so we chose to use a relatively modest 20-40 agents from this point forward.

![Number of agents vs convergence](image)

\[\text{Number of agents vs convergence}\]

Figure 10: Convergence as a function of number of agents. Median values are shown with a solid line and top/bottom 20\textsuperscript{th} percentile solutions are shown with dashed lines.

**Number of Iterations**

For the majority of the simulations above, we run for 400 iterations. However, this number of iterations may not be optimal and the inversion may require more to convergence. To test the impact of the number of iterations on convergence, we run 25 inversions on a 5 master layer model for 50-1,000 iterations with a swarm size of 20 agents and source frequency of 5Hz. We initiate each agent position with a velocity model of +/- 1,250 m/s for the velocity gradient and +/- 500 m for master interface depth of the true model. Figure 11 shows the closeness of the forward model as a function of iteration. From this figure we see that there is a slight increase in the likelihood of convergence when more iterations are used up to a maximum of 400. However, beyond this there is little impact to the likelihood of convergence and additional iterations may be unnecessary.

**Quality of Initial Guess**

In the previous examples we initiated each swarm with a velocity model of +/- 1,250 m/s for the velocity gradient and +/- 500 m/s for the interface depths of the true velocity model and initiated the inversion. For all inversions the agents’ master layer depths are initialized from a uniform distribution +/- 125 m centered about the true interface depth and the inversion is run for 400 iterations. For real inversions, some prior information about the geology of the region (e.g. prior velocity analysis) could influence the initial guess and its accuracy. From
previous studies (Ely et al., 2018), choice of initial guess significantly impacts inversion quality. To test the effect on initial guess quality we generate 25 inversions, varying the range of initial guesses from +/- 125 to +/- 1,000 m/s of the true velocity model. Figure 12 summarizes the convergence results for this experiment. From this figure we see that only when initial guess quality is very good (less than +/- 500 m/s) do the inversions have a high likelihood of converging to the true model. However, if the initial guess quality is poor (+/- 500 m/s or more) then the likelihood of convergence appears to not significantly depend on the initial guess quality. Although the median of the 25 inversions increases steadily as function of initial guess (with the exception of the outliers at +/- 750 m/s) the 20th percentile results decrease dramatically beyond +/- 500 m/s. Because the range of values is so large after +/- 500 m/s the median outlier at +/-750 m/s is likely due to the large range of misfits observed at these wider initial guesses. These results suggest that unless the initial guess is within the base of attraction to the local minima (+/- 500 m/s) the PSO inversion quality appears to independent of initial guess.

Convergence and noise

In order to test the impact of noise on convergence of the PSO algorithm, we generate a synthetic trace using a 4 master layer velocity model. We chose this model because the previous inversions in this configuration reliably converge to the true model without any noise. We then use the velocity model to generate a synthetic trace at 5 Hz and add Gaussian white noise at 10 different magnitudes such that the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) (where SNR is the $\ell_2$ norm of the signal divided by the $\ell_2$ norm of the noise) ranges from 0.11 to 53. Figure 13 illustrates the observed trace over a range of SNRs. At each of the SNRs we
perform the PSO inversion initiating the starting models from a uniform distribution +/- 1250 m/s the true velocity gradient and +/- 500 m of the true master layer interface, and run our inversion scheme for 400 iterations. We repeat this procedure 25 times for each noise level, generating a new noise realization at each run. Figure 14 shows the model misfit as a function of SNR. From the figure we see that the inversion accuracy decreases as we increase the noise level, and, for SNRs below 0.5, the inversion is extremely unreliable. However, for even fairly low SNRs the inversion scheme is able to produce reliable solutions. This is likely due to the fact that our reduced parameterization highly regularizes the inversion scheme, and probably improves the robustness to noise compared with conventional FWI schemes that have many more degrees of freedom and can overfit noise.

Complex Examples

In the previous examples we used an extremely simple forward model consisting of flat layers that does not fully capture the Earth’s complex subsurface. In this section we demonstrate our inversion algorithm on two complex velocity models that more accurately represent real-world geology.

Perturbed Field Expansion Model

In the first example we generate several perturbed layered velocity models, shown in the left-most panel of Figure 15, consisting of between 2-5 master layers and 7 control points per interface. These velocity models are roughly based on the Marmousi velocity model.
Figure 13: Illustrations of several signal to noise ratios at 5Hz. The real component of the field are shown in blue and the imaginary in red.

Figure 14: Model misfit as a function of Signal to Noise Ratio. Median values are shown with a solid line and top/bottom 20th percentile solutions are shown with dashed line.
shown in Figure 5. We then initiate a swarm of 20 agents from a uniform distribution about the true model with +/- 1,250 m/s of the velocity gradient, +/- 1,000 m for depths of the master layer interfaces. The locations of the control points are randomly chosen from a uniform distribution centered about 0 with +/- 100 m. We then run 25 inversions for 250 iterations at 3 Hz for each of the four velocity models. As with the flat layered velocity models used in the previous section, convergence likelihood decreases as the number of layers increases, becoming unreliable after 5 or more layers, see Figure 16. Figure 15 shows the best fitting model and the 5th best model (or 20th percentile solution) compared to the true velocity model. Although, the inversions tend to match the upper structure of the velocity model accurately, the bottom sections are more inconsistent particularly as the number of master layers increases.

Figure 15: **Left:** True perturbed velocity models consisting of 2-5 master layers. **Middle:** the best fitting, lowest model NMSE. **Right:** The 5th best fitting (20th percentile) velocity model.

**Marmousi Inversion**

To test the effectiveness of our inversion scheme on more realistic data, we generate 3 and 5 Hz traces using the Marmousi velocity model for a single source shown in Figure 5 with Pysit’s Helmholtz solver (Hewett and Demanet 2013). We then take the 1D vertical approximation of the pixelized velocity model and generate a profile similar to the profile shown in Figure 6. We then initiate the swarm with a velocity gradient +/- 1,250 m/s about the true profile and set the master layers to be equally spaced as a function of depth. The perturbation on each layer are initiated randomly from a uniform distribution from 0 ± 50 m and we run the PSO algorithm for 250 iterations. As with the prior experiments, we repeat this procedure 25 times for each number of master layers from 2 to 5. Figure 17 summarizes the data and model misfit between the Pysit simulated data and the inverted data using the field expansion method. Although the final measurement error is significantly higher for the 5Hz data, the error between the inverted models is comparable for both 3 and 5 Hz, suggesting that both inversion frequencies could be used for finding an initial starting model. Unlike, the results in the previous section, the convergence does not monotonically increase as with the field expansion generated truth data. The difference between the data
Figure 16: Convergence results for Marmousi like inversion as function of number of master layers.

Figure 17: **A:** Data misfit between PSO inversions and the field generated from the Marmousi model at 3Hz and 5Hz as a function of number of master layers. **B:** Model misfit for the PSO inversion between the smoothed Marmousi model shown in Figure 18A left and the smoothed inverted velocity models. For both plots the median values are shown with solid lines and the top and bottom 20th percentile solutions are shown with dashed lines.
is likely due to the fact that the field expansion method agrees more closely with the finite difference data at lower frequencies as shown in Figure 4.

To further test the effectiveness of the starting models we take the 3 inversions that have the lowest data misfit for the 3Hz and 5Hz inversions and use these models as initial starting models for conventional FWI. We apply a Gaussian blur to each of the field expansion velocity models and then insert the known water layer into the initial model. Without the application of the Gaussian blur, the FWI inversions fail due to a number of high frequency artifacts. Figure 18BCD left show the 3 initial starting models at 3Hz and 19BCD left show the 3 initial models at 5Hz. For comparison we also ran FWI using the true Gaussian blurred velocity model shown in Figures 18A & 19A and the resulting inversion is shown on the right. We run all the FWIs with 64 shots for 10 iterations at each of the frequencies 3Hz, 4Hz, 5Hz, 6.5Hz, 8Hz and 10Hz using Pysit’s Helmholtz solver. From the final models shown in the right of Figures 18 & 19 we see that the majority of PSO inverted initial models result in good final velocity models. Although there are artifacts present in some of the inversion results, the upper structure of the velocity model is well recovered and, for many of the models, the deeper structure agrees well with the inversion from the true baseline (see Figure 18A right).

Figure 18: Left: Initial models used for FWI. Right: Final models after FWI. A: Inversion using the true smoothed Marmousi Velocity model. BCD: The initial models based on the best fitting, lowest data measurement error, PSO inversion at 3Hz and the resulting final models from FWI.

DISCUSSION

From these results we find not only that it possible to estimate a good starting model from medium frequency data, 3-8Hz, but also that the ultra-low frequencies used to estimate starting models based on raw data may be unnecessary. The difference between conven-
Additional Helmholtz solvers and the field expansion method appears to increase as a function of frequency. Modifying the minimized cost function to measure phase differences could significantly decrease these discrepancies. Additional work is needed to study the performance of the field expansion based inversions at higher frequencies and with alternative cost functions. Although we are able to estimate good starting models at 5Hz, we still need the 3Hz frequency data to generate a good inversion. Running the inversion starting at 5 Hz, even for the smoothed true velocity model shown in Figure 18A, resulted in an unusable model with numerous artifacts. Other approaches, such as low frequency interpolation (Li and Demanet, 2016; Jin et al., 2018), could be used to fill in the lower (3-5 Hz) frequencies needed for FWI once a starting model is built.

From the results shown in Figures 18 & 19 we see that FWI can result in models that vary significantly for quite similar starting models. Although some of the artifacts are easily identifiable in the final image, some structures in the final image are significantly distorted or less pronounced. Little numerical work has been done on the impact of erroneous starting models and it would be fruitful to examine the performance of FWI across a population of initial models. However, it is difficult to determine what should be considered a plausible starting model. One potential approach would be use the uncertainty quantification framework presented in Ely et al. (2018) to generate a distribution of velocity models, select a few representative models, and perform FWI with these initial models. This set of initial models could then be used to benchmark various FWI algorithms against one another and give more realistic bounds of performance than using a single initial model. Although we looked only at a few global optimization algorithms and the impacts of parameters, the approach
in this paper could easily be tested on a wide variety of global optimization algorithms currently being studied in the geophysics community. Using our reduced parameterization and the field expansion method should allow for objective comparisons among algorithms that would be impossible with slower conventional solvers.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we developed a platform for comparing global optimization methods for seismic velocity estimation. Although we did not exhaustively test all possible combinations of tuning parameters and cost functions, this study can guide parameter choice for other forward models where it would be too expensive to explore these trade-offs in solution space. In addition, the framework presented in this paper could easily be extended to test and benchmark a variety of global optimization methods currently used by the seismic community, such as conventional FWI. For instance, one could quantitatively compare the performance of algorithms by testing their performance over a population of reasonable starting models instead of single velocity model.
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